Bodegas Roda, Rioja, Spain

Cirsion
Details of production
Cirsion, meaning ‘thistle’, can be seen on Roda’s logo and bottles and was first
made in 1997 (but never released). Cirsion is produced using vines that bear fruit
which have noticeably different characteristics to the surrounding vines’ yields.
When tasted, these grapes give a sensation of fullness and volume. During each
harvest, the vineyards are selectively picked, with only one vine in a thousand
producing the particular grapes required to make Cirsion.
Fermentation occurs in temperature controlled French oak vats and is aged in
100% new French oak for only 8 months. This short degree of ageing is because
the selected grapes have a particular stage of ripeness, where the tannins are
more polymerised. Shorter ageing in the barrel lets the wine reach an incredible
degree of silkiness and complexity.

Tasting notes
The colour of the 2016 Cirsion is deep, almost impenetrably dark. The nose
is intense and complex with smoke and moist earth alongside the black and
red fruits. Powerful and voluminous while keeping its gracefulness with very
fine tannins. Flavours of liquorice, chocolate, mint with plenty of freshness
in the fruit that remains in the long finish. The wine is voluminous but never
excessive; wide and at the same time long. A hugely impressive wine from an
extraordinary vintage.

How to serve
Decant and serve at room temperature. A perfect match to barbecued red meats.

“Released much earlier than the rest of the wines, the 2016 Cirsion
is produced with very ripe grapes that they think need less time in
oak, and the wine is therefore bottled and released earlier. It’s a
blend of Tempranillo with 11% Graciano matured in new French
barriques for eight months, bottled and released ten months later.
This is young and heady, explosive, with plenty of ripe fruit and a
hedonistic profile. It has abundant, very fine tannins and a good
thread of acidity going through its core that lifts the finish. It’s
unashamedly modern and showy 95 points.”
luis gutiérrez, wine advocate, 28th june 2019
bodegas roda cirsion 2016
www.roda.es

Vintage
2016

Style
Red

Blend of grapes
89% Tempranillo
11% Graciano

Winemaker

Agustín Santolaya

Alcohol
14.5%

